TOWEL RAIL
RADIATORS
The GABARRÓN range of towel rails and towel
warmers has been designed to add a touch of luxury
and sophistication to bathrooms.
By their very nature, these high quality towel rails will
provide warmth for the bathroom, dry or warm up
delicate garments or even keep your towels warm
whilst at the same time, helping to reduce moisture and
mildew.
With a GABARRÓN towel rail, design and functionality
come together to provide warmth, comfort and
convenience.
Our towel rails are available in a chrome plated finish
with a sleek thermostat control or a white finish with
a digital thermostat and programmer allowing you to
maintain a stable heat output at the exact times you
need it.
Maintenance free
100% energy efficient
Chrome plated or white finish options

“Enjoy the luxury of a special
sensation after a relaxing bath”
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TOWEL RAIL RADIATORS

TBBK

Digital towel rail radiator with programmer
Technical features
►► Digital towel rail with weekly and daily programmer.
►► Blue backlight LCD display.
►► Digital temperature selector for displaying real

temperature, set up temperature, programming and
other information.

►► Different operating modes can be set up such as

Comfort, Eco, Frost protection, 2 hours Timer, Chrono
and Pilot wire.

►► Two levels of temperature Comfort and Eco can be
selected in the programming.

►► Open window detection for reduced energy waste.
►► “Timer 2h” mode to quickly warm up the room or to
speed up towel drying.

►► Built-in electronic ambient thermostat ± 0,1 0C.
►► Compatible with pilot wire controllers.
►► Low density thermal fluid.
►► Keyboard lock.
►► Thermal safety cut out.
►► IP44 protection, against splashing water.
►► Class II insulation.
►► Models finished in white RAL 9010 epoxy.
►► Fitted with mains cable.
►► Safety wall fixing brackets

TBBK
Panel control
MODEL
Output

TBB-8K
W

Voltage

TBB-12K

300

600

220-240 V

220-240 V

Frequency

Hz

50

50

Dimensions

cm

87x50x8

128x50x8

Net weight

kg

EAN13

10

14

8432336502446

8432336502460
*Plus 2 cm space from the wall.
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